Canadian Studies: The Hungarian Contribution

Canadian Studies was launched in Hungary in 1979, when the first course in Canadian literature was offered at the English Department of Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest. This article is intended to explore the history of this discipline in the past 40+ years, focusing on the growing awareness of Canada and its culture in Hungarian academic and intellectual life. As early as the mid-1980s, universities in Hungary offered various courses in Canadian Studies, which were followed by a large number of publications, conferences, and the institutionalization of the field. The article gives a survey of Canadian Studies in Hungary in the international context, showing the ways in which interaction with colleagues in Europe and beyond, and with institutions, such as the Central European Association for Canadian Studies, has promoted the work of Hungarian researchers. The article also discusses the fields of interest and individual achievements of Hungarian scholars, as well as the challenges Canadian Studies has faced.
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The study of Canada by Hungarians is usually considered a recent development compared to academic research on the history and culture of other nations. However, evidence shows that, in a sense, the history of contacts between the two countries goes back several centuries. It was in 1583 when the first Hungarian, Stephen Parmenius of Buda, set foot in what is Newfoundland today. He was a poet and chronicler who arrived in the area of St. John’s in August 1583 and who is remembered today—as evidenced by a memorial plaque placed in St. John’s—as the first European to write poems on this part of the “new found land” (Balázs, “Parmenius István” 61).¹

¹ When soon after their departure from Newfoundland, Parmenius and his shipmates were lost at sea, Edward Hayes, Captain of the Golden Hind, reported the tragedy in these words: “…Amongst whom was drowned a learned man, an Hungarian, born in the City of Buda, called there of Budaeus, who of pietie and zeale to good attempts, adventured in this action, minding to record in the Latine tongue, the gest and things worthy of remembrance, happening in this discoverie, to the honour of our nation, the same being adorned with the
Parmenius was a member of Sir Humphrey Gilbert’s expedition to North America, “whose task was set by Queen Elizabeth I to establish English colonies in the New World” (Jakabfi, “Paving the Way” 158). Parmenius was not fortunate enough to make it back to Europe; on August 29, 1583, his ship went aground near Sable Island or Cape Breton and he was drowned at sea (Quinn, “PARMENIUS” 2003).

Several centuries had to pass before the next Hungarians, this time agricultural workers, arrived in what was then the Dominion of Canada in the 1880s. They were typically young men in their twenties, farmers who became the earliest Hungarian settlers in Canada. It was this group of Hungarians who provided the first reports on Canada to Hungarians by their correspondence with family left behind at home and through their occasional personal visits to the old homeland. Canadian Studies was far from being born at this time, nonetheless this was the starting point of a growing interest in Canada.

As for immigration statistics, 8,000 people of Hungarian ethnic origin emigrated from the territory of Hungary to Canada in 1870-1914; 33,000 in 1921-1941; and over 49,000 in 1945-1970, making it over 90,000 in total between 1870 and 1970 (Bődy 28). The largest wave of immigration followed the 1956 Hungarian Revolution when over 37,000 Hungarians were offered a new home in Canada. According to the 2016 census, 348,085 people are of Hungarian ancestry in Canada, 83,400 of whom are of a single ethnic origin, while the rest, 264,685 respondents, are of multiple ethnic backgrounds, Hungarian included (Statistics Canada).

Given that a significant number of Hungarians arrived in Canada already in the 1920s (according to the 1931 census, roughly 40,000 Hungarians lived in the country), Hungary opened a Consulate General in Montreal in 1922 and a Consulate in Winnipeg in 1927 (J. Nagy 12), which were the first official Hungarian diplomatic missions in the country. These consular offices operated for about two decades until, as a result of opposing military alliances during World War II, Britain severed its diplomatic ties with Hungary. Ottawa soon followed London, deciding on the closure of Hungary’s two diplomatic missions in Canada on April 8, 1941 and declaring a state of war between the two countries on January 21, 1942 (J. Nagy 12-13). Subsequently, until September 1948, the Embassy of Sweden, and thereafter Poland provided for the representation of Hungary in Canada until 1964 when full and mutual diplomatic relations were eventually established between the two countries. This paved the way for closer economic and cultural ties between Canada and Hungary.

It was partly due to the aforementioned presence of Hungarians in Canada, as well as the strengthening of diplomatic, cultural, and economic relations between the two countries and the relative freedom “goulash Communism” allowed in Hungary that in the late 1970s and early 1980s the opportunity presented itself for Canadian Studies to emerge as a distinct discipline in Hungary, a development that occurred relatively early as compared to other countries in Central Europe.
Nevertheless, Canadian Studies arose with a delay in Hungary, just like elsewhere in the world. This belatedness is explained by the fact that English departments at universities had traditionally focused on the study of English and American literature and culture, and Canadian literature, together with other “new literatures,” had been largely neglected for long decades. The first English Department in Hungary was established in 1886 in what then was called the University of Budapest, the predecessor of today’s Eötvös Loránd University, whose roots go back to the University of Nagyszombat (Trnava), founded originally as a Jesuit institution in 1635. In 1886, when the English Department was established, and for many decades thereafter, the central focus was on English literature and the study of English, and even a scholarly interest in American literature and linguistics was a later development. Although American authors were part of the curriculum for many decades, an independent Department of American Studies came into existence only in 1994, together with departments representing other academic fields.

It was in this context that Anna Jakabfi offered the first Canadian course in Hungary at the English Department of Eötvös Loránd University in 1979, just a year after she had earned her doctoral degree with the thesis 20th Century Canada in the Novels of Hugh MacLennan (Jakabfi, “Kanada studiumok” 427). 1979 is therefore regarded as the starting date of Canadian Studies in Hungary, a field which soon began to be embraced by other Hungarian universities in the mid-1980s. Over the course of the next decades, Anna Jakabfi gave a variety of courses in Canadian literature, organized Canada Day events for her students, assisted her younger colleagues in their academic career, authored one and edited two collections of essays in Canadian Studies, and organized a major Canadian Studies conference in 1999 in Seregélyes, which was attended by renowned scholars and cultural figures from Europe and Canada.

The professors who initiated Canadian Studies courses in Hungary in the 1980s saw that Canada was both a fascinating area of research and an unchartered academic field, and they quickly developed a keen interest in its exploration. Besides Anna Jakabfi, Judit Molnár at the University of Debrecen, Katalin Kürtösi at the University of Szeged, and Éva Martonyi at the University of Pécs were the first to give courses in Canadian literature. Árpád Vígh from the University of Pécs was the first professor to study French Canadian literature in terms of its linguistic features. Linguistics was also represented by Tibor Oláh and later by Zsuzsanna Simonffy and Dóra Pódör.

In Canada, the Canadian Studies Foundation was set up in 1970 (Jaumain 13), while a Centre for Canadian Studies at Johns Hopkins University, U.S., was created as early as 1969. The Association for Canadian Studies in the United States was founded in 1971 and was the first national association for Canadian Studies in the world (Jaumain 17). In Europe, Canadian Studies Centres were established in 1970 and 1974 at the Université de Bordeaux and at the University of Edinburgh, respectively (Jaumain 17). The Association for Canadian Studies (ACS) was established in 1973 at Queen’s University, Ontario, as a forum for Canadian scholars and the International Council for Canadian Studies was founded in 1981 in Halifax. By that time, national associations for Canadian Studies had already been in existence in Great Britain (1975), France (1976), Italy (1979), Japan (1979), and the German-speaking countries (1980) (Jaumain 20). The Journal of Canadian Studies / Revue d’études canadiennes was launched in 1966 and the International Journal of Canadian Studies / Revue international d’études canadiennes in 1990.
As a result of a growing awareness of Canada, Canadian Studies rapidly integrated various subfields depending on the interests of respective scholars. Katalin Kürtösi received her PhD with a thesis on bilingualism in Canadian drama in 1993, while Judit Molnár defended her doctoral thesis *Spaces for Cultures and Languages in Recent English-Language Fiction Writing from Quebec* in 1995. Péter Szaffkó from the University of Debrecen was involved in Canadian theatre studies from early on and organized several conferences and workshops where his students staged Canadian plays.

The popularity of Canadian Studies in the early 1990s was quite impressive, and it is perhaps not out of place to make a personal note here. When I began teaching classes as a doctoral student in 1991, I gave a course on Northrop Frye, discussing his first book on the Bible, *The Great Code*. I was assigned a small seminar room for my course and in the first meeting of the semester, I was rather amazed to see there were about 30 students intending to enroll. An absolute beginner, I had a class with about the same attendance as only very few outstanding colleagues. The students were determined to stay in the course, and eventually I managed to book a more suitable seminar room. The popularity of this course was, no doubt, due to its topic: it was just one year after the first free elections in Hungary, and a course on the Bible interpreted on the basis of a Canadian author turned out very appealing indeed. Frye had been known to Hungarian academia for a long time, his “Polemical Introduction” from *Anatomy of Criticism* was a required reading for English students at the English Department of Eötvös Loránd University in the 1980s, and scholars, such as Péter Dávidházi, Tibor Fabiny, Éva Federmayer, Aladár Sarbu, Ferenc Takács, and Zsolt Virágos, had employed his theories in their own work or teaching. József Szili had translated *Anatomy of Criticism* into Hungarian in the 1980s, although it had to wait until 1998 to be published.³

The study of Quebec and French literature was also eagerly undertaken starting from the late 1980s and early 1990s. Éva Martonyi’s academic output in French focused on Quebec literature, while Árpád Vígh explored French Canada in terms of stylistics and lexicography. In 2004, he was the first scholar in Hungary to earn a DSc degree from the Hungarian Academy of Sciences with a Canadian topic, *L’écriture Maria Chapdelaine: L’explication des québécismes et le style de Louis Hémon*, published in 2002. He also authored a literary history of French-Canada in Hungarian, entitled *Kék mezőben fehér liliom* (2007). Zsuzsanna Simonffy from the University of Pécs and Anikó Ádám from Pázmány Péter Catholic University were also involved in the teaching and exploration of Quebec’s Francophone literary and cultural features, whereas Judit Molnár studied English-language writing in Quebec and Katalin Kürtösi Quebec drama and theatre.

A host of other colleagues joined the above small community of Canadianists, some of whom were still students in the 1980s, when Canadian Studies gained ground in Hungary, and who quickly became fascinated with Canadian literature and art. Edina Szalay’s PhD thesis *Gothic Thinking and Female Individuation of Contemporary North American Female Writers* (1999) discussed the work of Alice Munro and Margaret Atwood, among others, and it was published in a revised form in

³ Frye’s *The Great Code* (1982) and *Words with Power* (1990) were also published with some delay in Hungarian, in 1996 and 1997, respectively, translated by Péter Pásztor, while his other major works still remain to be translated.


Awareness of Canadian Studies was also spread by prestigious literary and cultural journals in Hungary, which dedicated special issues to Canada and its culture.

---


In addition to individual studies and Canadian literature published for the general public in translation, the advancement of Canadian Studies in Hungary was greatly assisted by the establishment of an academic forum that allowed Canadianists to exchange their ideas and meet on a regular basis. Interestingly, this process started to unfold simultaneously both in Hungary and in the Central European region and was made possible by the lifting of travel restrictions and the internationalization brought about by the change of the political system. The first international meeting of Central European academics interested in Canada took place in Búdmerice, Slovakia, in April 1995. One of the participants was Don Sparling, a Canadian-born academic living in Czechoslovakia since March 1969, and it was primarily thanks to his efforts that the 1st International Conference of Central European Canadianists was held in Brno in the autumn of 1998. The organizing committee of this conference continued to work and became the “Steering Committee” of Canadianists in Central-Europe in subsequent years. This body coordinated the activities of Canadianists in the region until the summer of 2003 when the Central European Association for Canadian Studies (CEACS) was formally established. The first general meeting of the CEACS was held on May 2, 2004 in Krakow and, in the same year, the association was admitted to the International Council for Canadian Studies (ICCS), with full membership since 2007. The *Central European Journal for Canadian Studies* (CEJCS) was launched in 2001, offering a forum for scholarly publications relating to Canadian culture in the region.

Starting from the 1990s, the Association for Canadian Studies in the German-speaking Countries (GKS) also played an important role in the advancement of Canadian Studies in Hungary and in the region. The Grainau annual international conference was an event to which several Hungarian and other Central European Canadianists were invited, providing an excellent opportunity for them to meet other Canadianists from all over the world. Several GKS members visited Hungary in various academic capacities, including Klaus-Dieter Ertler, Maria Löschnigg, and Martin Löschnigg from the University of Graz, Martin Kuester from the University of Marburg, and Waldemar Zacharasiewicz from the University of Vienna.

From the very beginning, Hungarians have contributed to the activities of the Central European Association for Canadian Studies, filling both administrative and academic roles. Katalin Kürtösi was editor-in-chief of the CEJCS from 2002-2010, and Judit Molnár and Judit Kádár were Hungary’s representatives in the association from 2004-2015 and 2015-2018, respectively, whereas I acted as treasurer (2004-2006), president (2006-2012) and, subsequently, vice-president (2012-2015) of the association. Currently, the CEACS is headed by Katalin Kürtösi, and Attila Takács serves as Hungary’s representative in the organization.
In the past two decades, Hungarian Canadianists have had a meeting each year, an event traditionally taking place in late January or early February and hosted by the Canadian Embassy in Budapest. Canadian Studies conferences are also held on a regular basis at Hungarian universities. The Canada in the European Mind I, Canada in the European Mind II, and Imaginative Spaces: Canada in the European Mind — Europe in the Canadian Mind III conferences took place in Debrecen in 2002, 2004, and 2006, respectively, the last one organized jointly with the Central European Association for Canadian Studies and held as the 4th International Conference of Central European Canadianists. These and other similar events were generously supported by the Canadian Embassy in Budapest, which assisted the enhancement of Canadian Studies by substantial book donations, as well. In addition, in 1996 the Canadian government began to make direct grants available to individual Canadianists, Hungarians included, in the Central European region, while the admission of the Central European Association to the ICCS in 2004 enabled its members to benefit from additional support programs. The Understanding Canada Program was introduced in 2008, replacing the previous Canadian Studies Program. The new program continued to support Canadianists in many ways, and while academic freedom was maintained, it encouraged them to research the Canadian government’s priority areas.

In the past many years, an essential goal of the CEACS has been to promote Canadian Studies by initiating a series of research projects. The Central Europe in Canada: CEACS Diaspora Project, led by Vesna Lopičić from the University of Niš, Serbia, was a large multidisciplinary project to examine aspects of the Canadian experience, the change Canada made in immigrants from Central Europe. The study aimed to explore the literary output of immigrants from the Central European countries and to collect oral histories of the process of becoming Canadian. The Diaspora project started in 2007 and was completed in 2010 with the publication of Migrating Memories: Central Europe in Canada, comprising two volumes: a literary anthology with commentary on the output of writers originating from different Central European countries in Canada, and a collection of edited oral histories. Mária Palla and Péter Szaffkó were contributors to these two publications from Hungary.

While the CEACS Diaspora Project revolved around aspects of the immigration experience in Canada, the next initiative, the CEACS Translation Research Project, examined the image of Canada created in Central Europe through translations of Canadian books. The project, led by Katalin Kürtösi, began in 2010 and resulted in a comprehensive online database with around 2,500 entries. A conference was held in Budapest in October 2011 where members of the project team and invited guests presented papers based on their research. The revised papers, along with other contributions, formed a volume entitled Canada in Eight Tongues, published in the autumn of 2012. The database is updated on an annual basis; a unique tool, it is open to anyone who wishes to use it for research purposes. The Hungarian contributors to this volume included Gertrud Szamosi, discussing translations of Anglophone Canadian literature; Anikó Ádám, dealing with translations of Quebec literature written in French; Zoltán Kelemen, focusing on Leonard Cohen’s works published in Hungary; Katalin Kürtösi, analyzing Canadian plays in Hungarian; and József Szili, commenting on some intellectual challenges he faced while translating Northrop Frye’s Anatomy of Criticism into Hungarian.
With an abrupt abolishment of the Understanding Canada Program by the Government of Canada on April 30, 2012, all Canadian studies associations, the CEACS included, found themselves in an extremely difficult situation. The decision meant the cancellation of financial support for Canadian Studies activities around the world, and thus it had a profoundly damaging effect on Canadian Studies internationally. Canadian Studies associations had to consider options to mitigate the damages and to find a way to survive. The CEACS, too, had to take stock of its assets, consisting of its network, human resources, communications channels, knowledge, and expertise, as well as its good relationship with other Canadian Studies associations in Europe and around the world. Although losses were sustained, the human factor prevailed and the CEACS managed to retain over two-thirds of its membership, academics, and young scholars who continued their commitment to the study of Canada. The above applied to CEACS’s Hungarian members as well. While the ICCS made it its primary goal to convince the Government of Canada to start a new program whereby funds would be provided again in support of Canadian Studies internationally, the Hungarian chapter of the CEACS made attempts to find alternative funding.

Unfortunately, and quite disappointingly, a new program in Canadian Studies has not been introduced by Ottawa in the past eight years and despite persistent endeavors by some committed Canadianists, attempts on the local level to gain support from companies and other organizations in Hungary have also proven to be limited, failing to make a lasting impact. Nevertheless, the idea to open up Canadian Studies to new areas attracted some additional followers, at least for some time. The financial sources now available for Canadian Studies derive from the ICCS, supporting research activities through individual grants provided mainly for students, and from the CEACS’s membership fees, from which conference grants are provided. Also, the Canadian Embassy in Budapest assists Canadian Studies events, and individual universities subsidize academic activities, such as conferences. However, the former grants which allowed academics to spend a month in Canada and do research there are dearly missed to this day.

Despite the abolishment of the Canadian Government’s Understanding Canada Program in 2012, the CEACS Translation Research Project entered its second stage in the same year, led by Katalin Kürtösi and Don Sparling. The new project was called Canadian Literature – Consumed in Central Europe. This project was intended to explore the reception of Canadian authors in the countries of the Central European region, and it was to determine the extent to which Canadian works were integrated into the literary scenes of the individual countries. The project resulted in the publication of a volume Canada Consumed: The Impact of Canadian Writing in Central Europe (1990-2017) in 2019. From Hungary, Katalin Kürtösi and Fruzsina Kovács provided chapters to this book.

The above-mentioned three CEACS research projects brought together around forty experts from the CEACS countries, including several Hungarians.

In Hungary, an unprecedented international project aimed at reaching out to secondary school students and disseminating information about Canadian culture in the context of language teaching. This project led to the publication of the Canadian-German-Hungarian Cultural Reader in 2011 and A Cultural Reader on Aboriginal Perspectives in Canada in 2012, both edited by Mátyás Bánhegyi, Dóra Bernhardt, and
Judit Nagy from Hungary and Albert Rau from Germany. The above publications were followed by papers at international conferences on the methodological questions of teaching Canada in the classroom.

Mention should also be made of the many Canadian visiting professors, scholars and cultural figures who have given lectures or presentations in Hungary since the 1980s, including David Arnason, Douglas Barbour, Joe Blades, Dennis Cooley, Antonio D’Alfonso, Tamas Dobozy, Michael Devine, Endre Farkas, Stephen Hegnihan, David Homel, Judith Kalman, Myrna Kostash, Ken Mitchell, Desmond Morton, Karen Mulhallen, Anna Porter, David Solway, Carolynn Marie Souaid, David Staines, Gladys Symons, John Taylor, Pablo Urbanyi, György Vitéz, Aritha van Herk, Rudy Wiebe, Judy Young, and Francis Zichy. Canadian professors living in the region, such as Jason Blake, Michelle Gadpaille, and Don Sparling, have been regular participants in various conferences and academic events in Hungary. Events outside the university and personal visits to Hungary also made it possible for Hungarian Canadianists to meet renowned Canadian cultural figures and academics in Hungary, such as Tomson Highway, Thomas King, and Charles Taylor.

From the beginning, recruitment of young scholars has also been an essential goal of Canadianists and in 2004 the University of Szeged organized the 13th European Student Seminar on Graduate Work in Canadian Studies. This event also hosted a meeting of the European Network for Canadian Studies (ENCS), attended by the presidents of Canadian Studies associations from across Europe. A similar meeting of the ENCS was held in Budapest in 2009.

In the past years, Eötvös Loránd University and Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church in Hungary jointly organized a series of international conferences in Canadian Studies, attracting a significant number of academics and students. Topics included Margaret Atwood 80: Central European Interpretations (2019), Canadian Generations in Culture and the Arts: Synchronic and Diachronic Approaches (2018), Canadian Values at 150: Reflections on a Diverse Nation (2017), Multiculturalism in Canada: Changing Perspectives (2016), Northrop Frye 100: A Danubian Perspective (2012), and Indigenous Perspectives of North America (2012). This initiative has by now become a tradition which the organizers wish to continue on an annual basis.

The activities of Canada experts on the local level are associated with the Canadian Studies Centers of several universities scattered around the country: Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest; Eszterházy Károly University, Eger; Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church in Hungary, Budapest; Kodolányi János University of Applied Sciences, Székesfehérvár; Pázmány Péter Catholic University, Piliscsaba and Budapest; University of Debrecen; University of Pannonia, Veszprém; University of Pécs; and University of Szeged. In the past few years, professors of the above institutions have been primarily interested in the following fields of research and teaching:

• The Northern myth in Canadian art and poetry, Canadian identities in literature, John Coulter and the myth of Louis Riel – Krisztina Kodó;\(^6\)

\(^6\) Krisztina Kodó’s recent publications in Canadian Studies include “Visual and Audible Expressions of the North based on the Works of Selected Canadian Artists and Henry Beissel’s Cantos North.” Beyond the 49th Parallel: Many Faces of the Canadian North / Au-dela du 49eme
• Shifting emphasis and indigenization in the self-portraits and autobiographical pieces by contemporary blended heritage visual artists and writers of the South-west/NM and Métis Canada since the 1960s – Judit Kádár;
• Marshall McLuhan, Walter Ong – Dóra Bernhardt;
• Canada in the classroom, Cultural Reader series – Mátyás Bánhegyi;
• Literary translation flow from Canada to Hungary – Fruzsina Kovács;
• Modern Canadian literature, theatre and translation studies – Katalin Kürtösi;


• Open government initiatives (open data, open standards, open source) – Gábor László;
• Montreal revisited by Anglophone and Allophone writers (city and space), the history of English Canadian literature – Judit Molnár;
• Canadian history before 1867 – István Molnár;
• Weather images in Canadian literature, East Asian Canadians – Judit Nagy;
• Transcultural communities, the literature of the Hungarian and the South-Asian diasporas in Canada – Mária Palla;
• Canadian female Gothic literature, Neo-Gothic literature, Alice Munro’s fiction – Andrea Szabó F.;


• Hungarian immigrants in Canada, sociolinguistic analysis of Hungarian hip hop – Eszter Szabó-Gilinger;
• Hungarians in the Canadian theatre – Péter Szaffkó;
• Hungarian diaspora literature, reception of Canadian literature in Hungary – Gertrud Szamosi;
• Zacharias Kunuk’s movies, Native representations in Hollywood movies – Attila Takács;
• Inuit cultural and religious practices, history of geographic discoveries, exploration of the North – Miklós Vassányi;


21 Miklós Vassányi’s publications in Canadian Studies include *Szellentévők és aldozók: Sámánság, istenközpzetek, emberalózat az inuit (eszkimó), azték és inka vallások írásos forrásaitban* [Conjurers of spirits and sacrificial priests: Shamanism, pantheon and human sacrifice in the written sources of the Inuit, Aztec and Inca religions]. Károli Gáspár Református Egyetem and L’Harmattan Kiadó, 2017; “Az első rendszeres leírás az inuit sámánságról: Hans Egede Gröndland-monográfiája (1741)” [“The first regular description of Inuit shamanism:
• Margaret Atwood – Vera Benczik and Katinka Krausz;
• Francophone Canadian literature – Anikó Ádám, Éva Martonyi, and Zsuzsanna Simonffy;
• Representation of Inuit culture and religious aspects in Farley Mowat’s novels – Nóra Nádasdi;
• Northrop Frye’s literary theory – Sára Tóth.


26 Sára Tóth’s recent publications in Canadian Studies include “Hogyan lehet beszélni arról, amiről hallgatni kell?: Dogma és misztika, ideológia és irodalom: a romantikától Derridáig és Northrop Frye-ig” [“How to discuss what you should keep silent about?: Dogma and mysticism, ideology and literature from Romanticism to Derrida and Northrop Frye”]. Pannonhalmai Szemle, vol. XXVII, no. 1, 2019, pp. 96-109.; “A World in which Everything is Here.’: Northrop Frye’s Immanent Vision of the Divine.” The Immediacy of Mystical Experience
Several Hungarians working in the field of Canadian Studies have received international awards. In 2012, Ádám Fuglinszky from Eötvös Loránd University received a Pierre Savard Award from the International Council for Canadian Studies for his monograph *A polgári jogi felelősség útjai vegyes jogrendszerben, Québec, Kanada* [The ways of civil liability in a mixed legal system, Quebec, Canada], whereas István Molnár received the same distinction for his book *Kanada története a kezdetektől a konföderációig. 1000-1867* [A history of Canada from the beginning to the confederation. 1000-1867] in 2019. The ICCS Certificate of Merit was awarded to Katalin Kürtösi in 2010, a distinction which I also received four years later. The CEACS Certificate of Merit went to Anna Jakabfi in 2006, Judit Molnár in 2009, Judit Nagy in 2012, Katalin Kürtösi in 2015, and István Molnár in 2018.

All considered, the academic status of Canadian Studies in Hungary has consolidated in the past decades and today it is an acknowledged area of research in the humanities. This development was parallel to the rise of the prestige of Canadian literature and culture in the world. Moreover, the number of students in Canadian courses continues to be high and, in addition to elective courses, “Introduction to Canadian Studies” is now part of the mandatory university curriculum in most English and American departments in Hungary. Thirty or forty years ago, the reasons for choosing Canadian works for a research project would usually have to be explained to scholars that were not involved in the study of Canada. Today, there is

---


no need for providing any explanations. It is self-evident that Canada is a significant country in its own right and that its vibrant cultural and intellectual life is worthy of academic attention.
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